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Author’s response to reviews:

1. Under your Ethics approval and consent to participate heading in the Declarations section, please clarify whether informed consent obtained from participants was written or verbal.
Response: We thank the editor and the reviewer for this comment. A written informed consent was obtained from the patients and the same has been added under ‘Ethical approval’ section (page#14).

2. We note that the current submission contains some textual overlap with other previously published works, in particular: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fertnstert.2009.10.016.
This overlap mainly exists in the Discussion section, lines 27-37.
While we understand that you may wish to express some of the same ideas contained in this publication, please be aware that we cannot condone the use of text from previously published work. If there is overlap in the Methods section, please ensure to summarize the methods and cite the source.
3. Thank you for including a Declarations section. Please rename the ‘Conflict of interest’ heading to ‘Competing interests’.
Response: We thank the editor and the reviewer for this comment. The same has been modified (page#14).

4. Thank you for providing an Authors’ contributions statement for the Declarations section. Please note that all authors should be named by using their initials rather than full names in the Authors’ contributions section. For example, author John Smith should be represented as JS in this section. Additionally, please note that when two or more authors have the same initials they should be distinguished by designating them with numbers 1 and 2 (etc.). For example: YZ1 and YZ2. YZ1 would correspond to the author furthest up on the author list.
Response: We thank the editor and the reviewer for this comment. The authors names have been now described using their initials and not by their full names (page#13).

5. Please place the titles/captions of figures at the end of the main manuscript after the References section under a newly created “Figure legend” heading.
Response: We thank the editor and the reviewer for this comment. A separate section of ‘Figure legends’ has been now included after the list of references (page#17).

6. As indicated by our submission guidelines, please reformat your abstract to include the following subheadings: Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions.
Similarly, please reformat your manuscript to include the subheadings: Background, Methods, Discussion, and Conclusion.
Response: We thank the editor and the reviewer for this comment. The suggested sub-headings have been followed for abstract and manuscript.